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Continuous Manufacturing White Papers
The white papers presented here are a remarkable collection of work, unified by the 

goal of building upon the in-roads that continuous manufacturing has made in the 
pharmaceutical industry to turn it into the standard approach.  Why this goal, and why now?
The pharmaceutical industry is going through a period of great change as it goes over the 
Patent Cliff.  Fewer blockbusters are being discovered, R&D productivity is down, and more 
molecules are aimed at niche markets.  In the face of this, we have to ask do we have the 
correct architecture for manufacturing in the industry. To date, we have largely been focused
on blockbuster manufacturing with large, often separately located, drug substance and drug 
product facilities. Now is the time to look at new infrastructure with smaller, more agile 
facilities for end to end manufacture.

The industry has certainly been aware of these changes and the need to do 
manufacturing differently.  Over the past decade there have been significant investments in 
continuous manufacturing development, measuring well over a billion dollars in aggregate.  
These investments have, for the most part, been made by different companies pursuing 
internal projects with little communication or collaboration across the industry.  The 
consequence is that, while there have been some benefits realized, the enormous potential 
of continuous manufacturing is not yet manifest, and the initial investments have not been 
recouped.  We believe that the industry’s uniting in an industry-wide focus on continuous 
manufacturing will add fuel to the flames of continuous manufacturing development.  Janet 
Woodcock, Head of CDER at the FDA believes the same, and she asked us to organize a 
broader forum across the industry.  These white papers, together with the symposium, are 
our way to help drive the industry towards reaping the true benefits of continuous.

What is Continuous Manufacturing?
The vision of continuous manufacturing is of an industry with processes that are 

integrated, based on a systems approach, having model-based control, and making use of 
flow.  Thus, seeing as a continuous manufacturing process is designed as a whole, the 
distinction between upstream and downstream or drug substance and drug product 
ultimately disappear.  Given that continuous manufacturing encompasses integration, a 
systems approach, flow, and model-based control, future continuous facilities will be set up 
quite differently than existing facilities.  There will be fewer partitions and few to no 
hallways, as equipment will be placed in larger areas where it can be engaged on-demand as
needed for a particular process.  Likely, any existing partitions will be chosen to separate 
different product safety classes so proper protective equipment would be used in a given 
location.  Perhaps any needed particulate handling would be done in separate partitions and
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the main production floor would consist of only equipment and piping with pharmaceutical 
materials never exposed to the atmosphere.  Even cleaning could be performed without 
opening the equipment.  

Because quality control would be performed inline, there would be no separate 
quality operations at the facility, although development work might be performed there.  
Processes will be run 24/7 for 50+ weeks a year with a week or two for annual 
maintenance. The facility will be modern, streamlined, with little presence of personnel on 
the floor, except for set-up, shut-down, changeover, troubleshooting, and maintenance.

Continuous manufacturing will lead to reduction of process steps, smaller footprint, 
smaller equipment, and higher product quality, all leading to cost savings, reduced risk of 
product failure and stock-outs, and in the end, better pharmaceuticals for patients.  
Integration within a systems approach itself leads to reduction of process steps, as the 
number of “correction” steps can be reduced or eliminated.  The opportunity for the 
pharmaceutical industry to benefit truly from continuous manufacturing is now.

The Future of Pharmaceutical Manufacturing is Now
Achieving the vision of continuous manufacturing will not happen immediately. To 

start we need to ensure that the necessary skills are sufficiently available.  Furthermore, 
there is inertia in the industry that spans from large current capital investments in batch 
manufacturing to established approaches based on batch processing to get products out 
with a short timeline.  All that this means, however, is that the industry should develop a 
workable approach for the transition.  Since the future of the industry is continuous 
manufacturing, the time to start realizing the vision and thus reaping the full benefits is 
now.
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